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Metabolic engineering is the improvement of cellular activities by
manipulation of enzymatic, transport, and regulatory functions of
the cell with the use of recombinant DNA technology. The
opportunity to introduce heterologous genes and regulatory
elements distinguishes metabolic engineering from traditional
genetic approaches to improve strains.

... An interactive cycle of a genetic change, an analysis of the
consequences, and the design of a further change...

Toward a Science of Metabolic Engineering.
James E. Bailey Science, 252: 1668-1675.



Metabolic Engineering 
The knockout or
overexpression of genes,
usually used in Genetic
Engineering, frequently
does not result in product
yield improvements due a
resistance in the
metabolism. Therefore, a
better knowledge of the
metabolism is needed to
promote metabolism
engineering as a whole to
improve biotechnological
processes.
Vallino & Stephanopoulos,
1992

Metabolic engineering is an enabling science, and distinguishes itself from
applied genetic engineering by the use of advanced analytical tools for
identification of appropriate targets for genetic modifications and possibly
even the use of mathematical models to perform in silico design of optimized
cell factories. Nielsen & Jewett, 2008 FEMS Yeast Res.





analysis of cellular metabolism

Tools for analysis of cellular metabolism can be grouped into three
categories, all of them developed from the same mathematical model:
(1) Metabolic flux analysis,
(2) Flux balance analysis and
(3) Metabolic pathway analysis (Elementary mode analysis).

.C (negligible)

dC/dt = 0 (steady state)

S.r = 0 (Eq 2)

ri > 0 (Eq 3)
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Metabolic pathway analysis
(Elementary (flux) analysis)

Elementary mode analysis calculates all solutions in the admissible
flux space by solving Eq 2 in conjunction with the thermodynamic
constraint (3) and additional non-decomposability and systematic
independence constraints. Each solution (re)presents an elementary
(flux) mode.

S.r = 0 (Eq 2)         ri > 0 (Eq 3)





Interpretação Geométrica

 O cone de fluxos admissíveis representa todas as possíveis vias que podem 
existir. 

 Alguns modos elementares ficam na face ou na base do cone. 
 AFM identifica somente uma via que se localiza em qualquer local do cone. 

ABF representa somente uma via em qualquer local do cone e satisfaz a 
função objetivo definida. 

 AVM identifica todas as vias geneticamente independentes, com vias extremas 
em azul e modos elementares em vermelho.





Metabolic Engineering 



Redes metabólicas em escala genômica.
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Metabolic Engineering 



Fluxos metabólicos
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